CARNIVAL

Rick & Joyce McGlynn  32 Lehigh Dr., Somers Point, N. J. 08244
TELEMARK # 903 B
SEQUENCE:  INTRO, A, B, A, P, TAG

INTRO

1-4  WAIT; WAIT; (BFLY Contra Check) FWD, RECOV, SIDE, - ; (Fence Line) BFLY
TILT/LUNGE THRU RECOV, SIDE, -

1-2  Wait 2 meas. BFLY fog wall;

3  Fwd L diag RLOD/wall with R shoulder lead (W XIB R, allowing L arm
to curve out from shoulder, head well L), recov R, side L, -;

4  BFLY drop lead rndu(nalnu out) trail hnds up lunge thru R/check,
    recov L, sid R, - , to fc W & wall in BFLY;

PART A

1-4  (1/2 Basic) FWD, RECOV, SIDE, - ; BK, RECOV (Pickup Shadow/LOD), CLOSE (W TCH);
     (Kiti Wk k Cross Walks, 13, -); 4, 1, TCH, - (W FWD);

1  (1/2 Basic) fcg wall fwi 1 leave R fcg extended, recov R, sid L, -;

2  Bk R, recov L to fc LOD picking W up to Shadow pos, close R, - (W
    tch L to R for identical ftwk, slightly ahead of M lead hnds
    jnd across W's chest, W's L hnd curved across chest above R hnd) M's
    R hnd on W's R shoulder blade;

3-4  In shadow dwn LOD ' ft XIB of other L, P, L, -; Continue R, L, tch R, -
     (W R, L, R now slightly ahead of M) trans to opp ftwk;

5  BK, FWD, CLOSE, UNDER ARM, W, - ; (to Shape);
     BK, FWD, RECOV, SHAPED, CLOSE, -;

6  Bk R, RECQV, L, sid & fwi W, (W fwi L trn LF, bk & sid R COH,
    bk R COH to fan pos) W fog LOD W fcg wall;

7  Fwd L, recov R, close L to R, - (W close R to L, fwi L, fwi R, -)
on last step ptms shape upper part of body shoulders fcg jn M's R &
    W's L low lead hnds high;

8  Bk R, recov FWD L trn twd wall, sid R, - (W LF trn under M's L arm)
to end fcg wall in BFLY;

8  (1/2 Basic) same as meas 1;

9-12 (BFLY Hand to Hand) X BEH (OP/RLCD), RECOV, SIDE (BFLY), - ; X BEH (OP/LOD),
    RECOV, SIDE (BFLY), - ; X BEH (OP/LOD),
    TURN/IN (OP/RLCD), -;

9-10 (Like breakaways) Rock beh R to OP fcg RLOD (W XIB also), recov L,
    sid R to fc in BFLY, - ; Rock beh L to OP fcg LOD (W XIB also), recov
    R, sid L to fc in BFLY, -;

11  Same as meas 9;

12 (BFLY) Fwd L, recov R, fwi L, - , dwn LOD trn in RF (W LF) to fc RLOD;

13-16 (OP/RLOD) BK, 2, 3, - ; ROCK FWD, RECOV, FWD (FACE), - ; (Spot Turn) THRU (LOD/
     BK to BK) RECOV (FACE), SIDE, - ; (Whitk) HOOK BEH, RECOV, TCH, -;

13 (OP/RLCD) dwn LOD BK R, L, P, - , to W pos still in OP, while back
    brings M's R & W's L hnds up twd RLOD, continue circle over heads,
    fcg ends in LOP hip to hip fcg RLOD inside hnds jnd slightly twd
    at waist level, free arms extended out & up;

14  Fwd L, recov R, fwi L, - , trn to fac W & wall;

15  Continue trn M IF W RP thru LOD R to bk-bk pos, recov I almost fcg,
    sid R, - , blending to loose CP fcg wall;

16 (OP/wall) Hook L beh R (W XIB also) to SCP for LOD, recov R, tch L, -
    to CP fcg wall;
PART B

1-4 (Full Basic)(CF/wall)FWD,RECOV,SIDE,-1 BK,RECOV,SIDE,-1 FWD,RECOV T(1/4 RF),-1 (3 MEAS. of NATURAL TOP)X BEH,SIDE,BEH,-1

1-2 (CF/wall)Fwd L, recov R, sid L,-, to LOD; Bk R, recov L, sid R,-, RLOD;

3 (CP/wall)Fwd L, recov R, fwd L,-, commence RF trn to fc RLOD in CP;

4 Begin 3 meas. of Natural top fig. trng RF throughout. M R beh L heel (toe out), sid L continue trn, beh R,-, to fac diag LOD/wall (W opp. sid L, front R, sid L,-, moving in LF circle, all front steps between M's feet);

5-8 (Natural Top Con't)SIDE,X BEH,SIDE,-1 X BEH,SIDE,X BEH,-1

(BFLY Contra Check)FWD,RECOV,SIDE,-1 (Back Walks)BK,2,3,-1

5 (CP diag LOD/wall)continue trng RF, side L, beh R, side L,-, to fc COH in CP (W beh R, sid L, beh R,-,);

6 Same as meas 4 continue RF to fc diag RLOD/wall blending to BFLY;

7 Release M's R & W's L same as meas 3 of Intro, ends with lead hnd
   jnd fg diag RLOD/wall;

8 Bk in diag COH/LOD bk R, L,R,-

9-12 (Back Walks Con't)BK,2,CLOSE,-1 (W FWD(FACE/TURNAWAY)) BK,BK,RECOV(W TRN RF,2)SIDE(FACE),-1 (BFLY 1/2 Basic)FWD,RECOV,SIDE,-1 (Crab Walks) FWD,SIDE,FWD,-1

9 Continue bg diag COH Bk L,R, close L,-, (W steps fwd as M closes, 
   she has two head actions on this step, right up to M(nose to nose) 
   then quickly look away over R shoulder);

10 Bk COH on R, recov L, (W small RF circle L,R, under lead hnd to fc 
   M), sid R,-, to fc W & wall in BFLY;

11 BFLY(finger tips tchng) 1/2 basic ftwk same as meas L Part A;

12 (Crab Walks)BFLY swivel thru & fwd LOD on R, sid to fc L, swivel 
   thru & fwd R,-1

13-16 (Crab Walks Con't)SIDE,FWD,SIDE,-1 (Fence Line)BPLT TILT/LUNGE THRU, 
   RECOV,TURN(RLOD)RF(W LF),-1 (Spot Turn)THRU(RLOD/BK/BK),RECOV(FACE) 
   SIDE,-1 (Fence Line)BFLY TILT/LUNGE THRU,RECOV(FACE),-1

13 Still in BFLY sid to fc L, swivel thru & fwd R, sid to fc L,-;

14 BFLY tilt twd LOD lead hndu dwn (palms trnd out twd LOD)trailing hnd
   high lunge thru R check. recov L, trn RF (WLF) to fc RLOD,-1

15 Step thru RLOD to bk/bk pos on L, continue RF (WLF) trn recov to 
   fc W & wall on R, sid L,-

16 Repeat Fence Line lunge thru R, recov L, sid R,-, to BFLY fcg wall;
   REPEAT A

   REPEAT B to last meas for ending.

(Fence Line)BFLY TILT/LUNGE THRU,RECOV,CHANGE/POINT;

16 Lunge thru R (use same styling for Fence Line). recov L, then 
   quickly close R to L/point L;